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Yale-New Haven

Hospital

Annual

Report

1973

Yale-New Haven

Hospital looks ahead ten years
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The Yale-New Haven

Hospital has
teaching hospital for
the Yale University School of
Medicine since the Hospital was
incorporated in 1 S26.

served

as

the

In ll>45. the New Haven Hos

pital and the Grace Hospital
merged to form the Grace-New
Haven Hospital, and. in 1965. a
strengthened affiliation between
the Hospital and Yale University
led to its name being changed to
Yale-New Haven Hospital.

The clinical facilities of the

Hospital located in

two Units, the

New Haven Unit and the Memorial

Unit, combined with the class
rooms,
areas

laboratories and research

of the Yale

of Medicine,

University School
comprise the Yale-

New Haven Medical Center.

This

complex of buildings, including
the Connecticut Mental Health

Center, occupy approximately
three

city blocks in

the center of

New Haven, Connecticut.

Hospital Statistics as of
September SO, 197J:
Adult and Pediatric beds:
Bassinets:

SS3

101

Outpatient Clinics: 78
Approximate number of Hospital
employees: 3.223

In all aspects of our lives each of us must
and necessary compromises.

face

the

problem of ideal

objectives

At Yale-New Haven

Hospital, the Board of Directors continually
of what our -and your -institution might do. what it
can do, what it should do, and what it must do.
The inherent conflict
between offering services of the highest quality and at the same time
limiting costs is less than ideally resolved.
the issues

faces

Tliere is naturally a dichotomy between quality and cost, ft is a
never-ending concern to keep the two in balance. However, with the
ever-accelerating ability of medical science to provide increasingly
specialized techniques and mechanisms of care, we must continually
guard against allowing understandable concern for costs to inhibit the
provision of high quality care and the saving of lives. The frustrations
of financing new techniques should not deter the effort to provide the
funds necessary for them.
This institution— and its Board-must be concerned with

delivering

the best systems, the most advanced techniques, the ideal care that
medicine's developing skills are devising. This institution and the

regulatory agencies which, appropriately, provide checks and balances
of cost control, must work together to provide the best within reason
able limits of available resources.
Both groups must recognize the dilemma inherent in cost containment
high quality care. The emphasis on control of excessive and non

and

essential spending must be balanced with the need to reflect the advances
of medicine. Programs of improved care delivery should not be delayed
or prevented from developing solely because financing is difficult, or
because the cost of care will be increased. Nor should unnecessary and
costly programs be instituted for reasons of institutional pride.
In their eagerness to

provide the fullest possible spectrum of quality
guard against duplicating services already appropri
ately available and programs of marginal importance. Similarly, in their
mission to control costs, the regulatory agencies must knowledgeably
review budgets and proposals for new, as well as on-going services.
addressed to their attention. To avoid denying appropriate implemen
care,

hospitals

tation

must

of programs

which would

serve

would be, to say the least, counter

the best interests

of the people

productive.

Deliverers

of care and appointed guardians of the public's broadest
find it difficult to recognize one another's sincere
for the common good.

interest should not
concerns

Short

should not be allowed to impinge on long term
We share the pressure to
care.
We share the problems of providing the means to do so.

term economy

improvements of the quality of health

provide.

James H. Gilbert
President
Yale-New Haven

February 19 74

Hospital

For the past several years. Yale-New
Haven Hospital has used its annual

report

as a

forum for

a

medical

plan which ultimately will

Medicine and Dr. Jack \V Cole is

provide

medical services for

Chief and Chairman of the Depart
ment of Surgery. Dr. James D.

an

esti

mated 30.000 New Haven residents.

group of

specialists to express their views on
important medical issues of the day.
This year's topic deals with the
future and what it portends for the
next decade, concentrating among
other things, on the change envisioned
in the system of health care delivery.
Among those especially recognized
for their leadership in this area are

Mr. MeCraven. Director of Environ

Kenney.

mental Engineering for the United

Medicine at Yale-New Haven

Illuminating Company, is concerned
with the regional distribution of

tal, is

medical

resources as

South Central Connecticut

Compre

the

the

City of New Haven,

instigator of

Health Care

was

the

Community
Center Plan, a prepaid

Chief

after serving 40 years with Yale-New1
Haven Hospital. Dr. Pickett also

as

cal Board.

Dean of the Yale School

Thomas

as

as

Berliner who succeeded Dr. Lewis

of Medicine in July. 1973: Richard
H. Bowerman. President and Chief

well

Courtney C. Bishop

of Staff and Chairman of the Medi

MeCraven.

as

Dr. Lawrence K.. Pickett succeed

hensive

Isidore S. F alk and Marcus R.

Professor falk. in cooperation with
union and social agencies in the area

Hospi
widely recognized member
medical community.

ed Dr.

Planning. Inc.
Joining them are: Dr. Robert \V.

attending physician in

a

of the

President of the

an

holds

an

Dr.

Bishop retired in July

appointment

as

Associate

Dean of the Yale School of Medicine.

Executive Officer of Southern Con

Mr. Womer. Director of the Hos

necticut Gas Company and a mem
ber of the Hospital Board of Directors.

pital, is the moderator for
panel discussion.

this

year's

Dr. Lawrence S. Cohen is Chief of
Cardiology at the Yale School of

Isidore S. I alk. Ph.D.
Professor 1 meritus. Depart
Robert V\

Richard H. Bowerman

Berliner. M.D.
Dean. Yale School of

Board of Directors

Medicine

Vale-Neu Haven

.

Hospital

Lawrence S. Cohen. M.D.

lack W.Cole, M.D.

Department of Medicine
Hospital

Chief of

Yale-New Haven

Surgery

Yale-New Haven

Hospital

t?2l^L

Kenney. M.D.
Department of Medicine
Yale-New Haven Hospital

James D.

Marcus R. MeCraven. Presi

Lawrence K. Pickett. M.D.
Chief of Staff

Charles B. Womer

dent. Board of Directors.
South Central Connecticut

Yale-New Haven

Yale-New Haven

Comprehensive Planning.
Inc.

Hospital

Director

Hospital

of Epidemiology and
Public Health. Yale School
ment

of Medicine

Mr. Womer:

Today we're asking

to be

gazers and look ahead

crystal

you

1983, I think that figure will have

ten years and describe what you

think Yale-New Haven
be

-

should be

or

Hospital

will

in 1983, with

-

special attention to the areas of ad
vancing technology, organization
of care, types of teaching programs,
and the financing and control of the
institution.

brought

many

us

has, of

changes: from

intensive and coronary

care

units

through electronic monitoring and
transplantation programs, to a re
newed emphasis on community ser
vices and the

development of

maintenance

organizations.

Looking forward
a

decade ahead

-

now

health

to 1983

-

Dr. Pickett, how

do you view this institution'.'
Dr. Pickett:
New Haven
a

I would say that Yalewill have become

Hospital

massive intensive

care

unit with

regionalized technology and central
ized cost control for the better

of medical

regional

risen to 85 to 95 percent.
When patients come to the hos
pital and incidentally they will

for the most part, from a
greatly expanded number of compre
come,

hensive medical service clinics (which
used to be called health maintenance

The decade behind
course,

patients today, in 1973 that is, are
supported by government funds. By

resources.

areas

use

I think these

of technical

expertise

will have been determined by the
How of monies and government in
tervention.
About 40 to 45 percent of

our

organizations) or the hospital's
ambulatory service center-they will
not go to a medical or surgical unit
as they do today.
Rather, they will
he assigned according to the intensi
ty of care they need, for example,
there will be highly intensive units
where the radiographic, electronic
and isotopic services will be concen
trated. Biomedical engineering will
be an entity unto itself with hospitalbased physicians and a massive num
ber of technical personnel.
Then, I think,
care

an

intermediate

center will have evolved for

patients with less intense conditions
which will provide a better environ
ment for continuing care, discharge
planning, and so forth.
The hospital's ambulatory care
center will have become the training
ground for primary physicians and
medical students.

The

hospital

will have taken

medical staff, too.
on a

different for

There will be greater need for
salaried individuals to run the highly
mat.

intensive units, while the community

physicians will be increasingly
responsible for the primary care unit,
the continuing care unit, and the dis
based

charge planning and home care units
through which their patients will
move.

hospital Board of Directors
changed considerably to
include the physicians responsible
The

will have

for medical functions within the hos

pital.

There will also be

a

"con

advisory board" sitting with
us to identify the needs of the com
munity and to evaluate the hospital's
sumer

responsiveness

to these needs.

And

then, I think, we'll have, in effect,

a

third board made up of government

regulators who will monitor

our

activities.
Mr. Womer:
of

one

From the

standpoint

who has been in the forefront

of

developing the health maintenance
organization concept. Dr. Falk, how
do you see Yale-New Haven Hospi
tal ten years from now'1
Dr. Falk:

I agree with Dr. Pickett in

part and differ in part.

I agree completely with the regionalization of technical resources
and performance of this institution.

there will be other institutions

but 1 do not agree about the de

an

velopment of primary care. I do not
think it is going to be increasingly a
function of this kind of hospital.
I

rather, this institution be

see.

principally

general hospital;

not a

that function.

But I look upon it

as

increasingly important institution

to which

patients with the unusual.
the exceptionally difficult, and the
more sophisticated problems will be

referred.

relying
community-based institutions for
primary care regional communitybased institutions which will be inti

mately associated and affiliated

with

Dr. Berliner:

to concentrate

a

an

general

as

I would

appreciate
the definitions of the region that you
and Dr. Pickett are using. Dr. Falk.
Is it the Greater New Haven

area, or

for

a

well

as

medical school

was
a

ex

teaching

special

care

in

serve as a

referral center

great many of the less compli

cated

cases,

carry

some

but

presumably

it will

of that caseload.

something that far transcends this

community''

sential for the

Dr. Falk:

1 think of this in several

course,

is the Greater New Haven

But the

for this

area.

have to be

Yale-New Haven will

base

general hospital
for the
as well as a special hospital,
larger region. 1 think it would be
a

have

a

hospital to continue
"mix" of patients.

The first, of

potential of this insti
tution and its opportunities and
obligations of service go far beyond.
area.

to

Mr. Bowernian:

As

it

layman,
society is going to demand
that the "base hospital" aspects of
this institution be spread out to other
geographic areas more generally than
now with this institution developing
to me

in

center

to be a

neurosurgical

complex cardiovascular

or a

center.

Every hospital

case.

doesn't have

There will be certain

cen

By U'83 we're going

ters for this.

a whole emergency
medical network to direct patients

a

seems

that

but with

highly specialized
being available to
take care of less specialized cases. Is
a

other institutions

sense,

to

the proper

place. Each place will

then have to have

a

role much

defined than it is

Mr. Bowernian:

hospital'1

care

an

there

more so

treatment in medical

as a

"hospital."

are various

tions that
one

are

of which

then I think

levels of institu

going
are

to exist

any

really called

pitals, or collective units of
trally controlled hospital.
Dr. Falk:

a

institu

of the whole

process of recovery, after

phisticated

more

now.

But. what is

If you define

tion that takes

centers,

for adequate medical education
for students. I think it would be es

levels. Mr. Bowernian.

be the

to

carefully

not both

I agree that Yale-New Ha

will not

ven

Mr. Bowernian:

a

much of its

institution that

stitution.

it.

1 think it would be

tremely difficult for
in

ing

I think this is go

Yes.

Dr. Pickett:

to have to have

coming the "backstop" organization
upon its association with

interpret it'1

this the way you

serving

hos

a cen

I'm

referring to the "base
as reflecting the
Yale-New Haven Hospital as a cen

hospital" concept

tral component of the Yale-New

Haven Medical Center which in
volves many constituent parts.
Its three functions,

patient

care.

training and research.
will not be possible in anything
like the traditional single general
manpower

hospital in 1983
is

any

more

than it

today.

Mr. Womer:

from the

standpoint
planning,

of comprehensive health

Mr. MeCraven. how do you view this

institution ten years from now'.'
Mr. MeCraven:

From the stand

point of "South Central Connect
icut Comprehensive Health Plan
ning" 1 think the future system
must reflect the viewpoint of the
consumer.

I would expect that

ways to make available

a

the method of reimbursement is

interest directed toward

going

nity.
Because of its location in the
center of

an

it will have

urban city, however.

special responsibility
and role in providing medical care
needed by the people of the New
Haven

a

area.

To fulfill this respon
hospital will

I expect the

sibility
work closely

with CHP in

finding

other system dis
see some of

We already

hospital now. We are,
increasingly, an intensive care unit.
In my own department of
Medicine, we are restudying the
first two years of training. One
of the reasons for doing so is that
the first year in particular, the
intern year, is becoming more and

anism of
will be

a

that in this

The mech

care.

paying for health care
major determinant of the

systems which evolve.
Mr. Womer:
that the

Are

we

complexity

saying,
of

care

the institution will increase

in effect,
within

as

over

by such

a

the next ten years

"inside" doctors and "outside"

doctors?
Pediatrics is

time

commu

or

primary
kidney,

patterns of health

that we'll have what will be known

entire nation and world

heart, lung

with their

eases.

Hospital would be a part of a com
prehensive, integrated health sys
same

for that matter, will become "or

reimbursement will determine

magnitude

fulfilling its teaching, research
and special resource roles for the

ing hospitals, and all big hospitals

be, because patterns of

to

now.

Some writers hold that all teach

gan-oriented"

in 1983 the Yale-New Haven

tem for this area, while at the

literature for several years

health

delivery system that will be
accessible to all people.
One major difficulty in predict
ing the future is not knowing what
care

an

example,

where this exists to

some

1 think,

extent to

day. Quite often an outside doctor
in practice refers the patient inside
and retains nominal charge of that

patient's

care

but turns many of the

decisions regarding it over to, shall
I say, "super-specialists." Do you
think that this trend will develop and

continue. Dr. Kenney?
Dr.

Kenney: Well,

the

hospital becoming

care

the matter of
an

intensive

unit has been in the medical

more

difficult because of the bur

intensity of

den of the

the

cases

admitted.

Interns, who traditionally

exhausted,
hausted

are now

are

super-ex

they try to cope with
internship training
and that of specialized care.
I would disagree, however.
as

their normal

with the notion that ten years

from

now

large outpatient

organ

izations will be responsible for
the major portion of chronic and

everyday medical care. Certain
things militate against it. One is
that it already is very expensive at
these institutions. The State of

( onnecticut must
cent

the

to
a

lor

more

a

now

patient

hospital and

pay 5(1 per

be cared for

by

house' officer under the terms of

Medicaid than
same

vate

patient

it

will pay for the

to come to my

pri

it out.
to as

subspecialty skills would
hospitalbased physicians in the future and
that physicians who chose inde
pendent endeavor would somehow
not acquire them. This has not
that

been true up to the present. 1 see
no reason why it should become
so.

However, the most vigorous

even

of the regulatory

quality of care,
physicians and institu
have to respond, will

to

on

include salaries

as

a

financial feedback from

As Chief of

Surgery.

Dr. Cole, would you like to address
the

question of

this

hospital

tion, and the thing 1

highly,

ten years from now

newly invigorated interface be

plan for the

time when it will, in effect, be

a

I

Health. We should bear in mind

people in the United
States are reasonably healthy. If we
are going to have any impact on this
nation's health, it's going to have to
be in preventive health measures
that most of the

This is

going

to

seems

be far better
to me.

"tertiary" care employing
sophisticated diagnostic
therapeutic techniques.

the most

disciplinary input

in

that will conduct

the kind of research which will be
viewed
where

as

frontiers of medicine:
medical advances

important

will be made, and where
has every
we

reason

to

will make them.

courageous about

society

expect that
We must be

our

role.

Not

only courageous.
sanguine. I'd like
to paint a picture of our research ten
years from now having a dual purpose.
Dr. Cole, but also

locally. We have to
actively to push back the

nationally and

miniature National Institutes of

ried out. it
a

now to

have here which should be de

Dr. Cohen:

I think Yale-New Haven

begin

organiza
center such

as an

continue

frontiers in basic research. We have
to take those frontiers and translate

them into
it is at the

applied
applied

car

peripheral

research because
level that

patients

benefit.
Take the field of
have individuals

various disease entities.

personally

is education.

must

a

I don't find it difficult to envision

agencies which are demand
an exacting quality of care.

Mr. Womer:

maintenance

several "institutes" with multi-

part of their

those
ing

as we

care

than it will be in

voted to

and

budgets for people involved in
continuing education so that there
will be

health
tions

and in the earlier recognition of

force associated with this institu

hope that

in the

In fact. 1

to pass.
some

Dr. Cole:

characteristic of

most

physicians

educational institution'

It would be foolish also

prize

that

tions will

remarkably
easy to care for a patient in a pri
vate office, it can be a ponderous
difficulty to care for patients in
the outpatient department of a
hospital where the simple process
of obtaining a chart is sometimes
a matter of hours instead of just
going to a file drawer and pulling

a

come

hope

which all

And yet. while it is

be

have

mechanisms

office.

sume

all of the

tween

region and this institution will

to come

here who
work in

tems that
or

are

some

are

on

doing

cancer.

the

We

faculty

very basic

of the enzyme sys
abnormal in

animals who have

patients

cancer.

That

research, which began as a very
abstract cancer model, eventually
may have

a

role in

developing

agents for the therapy of"
I

by 1983

new

cancer.

the

major killer,
heart disease, coming under more
careful scrutiny and more careful
therapy. I can envision, in 1983,
every high risk individual in this
community being monitored on a
see

second-to-second basis with his
heartbeat transmitted via
into
can
a

telemetry
computer
physician
detect any abnormality. As
a

so

result, I

that

a

very few heart pa

see

tients in 1983

dying before they

get to the hospital for help.
which is the case for more than
can

50 percent of heart patients to
day. I see the same kind of pro
grams

developed for pulmonary
problems.

diseases and similar
Mr. MeCraven:

The

question of

research at Yale-New Haven Hos

pital and
one

the Medical School is

in which the

consumer

has

expressed real concern. There is
a feeling of a conflict of priorities
that research
to the

comes

patient.

before service

Research is

a

follow promising avenues. I don't
suggest it be limited to im

hospital plays: That of a communi
ty hospital that provides all sorts

mediate

I do

of

some

area on a

pri

specialized institution which offers
intensively-oriented care statewide;
and then that of a teaching hospi
tal whose constituents are really
society everywhere.

at all

practical objectives.

suggest, however, that it bear

relationship

to the needs and

orities of this

region. Many

tients wonder whether

or

pa

not the

cost of research is retlected in the
cost of

high daily

Dr. Berliner:
those

hospital

I think

care.

assure

whether the cost of research is
carried in part

by charges for

ly paid from funds that are intend
specific purpose. In
fact, there have been legitimate
concerns expressed as to whether
research funds have been

help defray

service

very difficult role in

to

society all of the things that it
society, and I don't think

does for

it has done it very well.

When Dr. Pickett talks of
a

consumer-oriented board

to

guide

the institution, he

infers that

On the other hand, I

believe that research is

of medical

to the

care

strongly
a

continu

improvement

and that

our

pa

tients benefit from the fact that
care

takes place in

an

ronment in which excellent

search is

going

tlirough
increasing obligation

envi
re

on.

vital

component of the health field and

Mr. Bowernian:

needs wide latitude in order to

talking about three roles that the

We have been

teaching hospital has
articulating

I think the

some

costs.

an

ents.

serv

ed for that

ing stimulus

a

of accountability to all constitu

a

their

local level; that of

these roles is

ice that the cost of research is ful

times used to

to the Greater New Haven

The thread running
we can

who wonder about

patients

care

we

don't have

having
by 1983
strongly

a consum

er-oriented board right now, and
I suggest

we

hasn't done

do.

It's just that it

very effective

job
projecting the benefits of this
hospital to the consumer society.
a

in

Dr. Pickett:

But 1 think you

are

asking too much of the board to
be fiscally responsible and respon
sive to community needs, to be
responsive to national pressures

and

political
It

ui.

perts

interactions,

and

so

draw upon outside

must

ex

input.

lor consumer

internship, residency and beyond.

Mr. Womer:

However. I don't think medical

you

schools

in this

charged with turning
undergraduate medical
education, primary care physicians
or urologists, or any other kind of
specialist, or non-specialist, either.
I really feel that the person who
out

Mr. MeCraven:

But

id' health

sumers

we are

care.

all

Until

con

some

brings in a
'"representative" body of consum

one

ers

reaches out and

to serve on the

board, the hos

pital will not get true consumer
input. This was realized in Com
prehensive Health Planning. The
legislation provided that CHP
boards and councils at all levels be

representative of all the people
they are to serve, including a ma
jority of consumers, representative
of the minority populations and
of all socio-economic levels of the

me

introduce

have about the

I

a concern

hospital's teaching

Big tax dollars go into spe
cialty training. I think these teach
ing dollars are often spent without
any commitment being made back
role.

to the

ceive

A person

system.

specialized training

can re

and then

go out and do whatever he

or

she

regard for
the system that made it possible
to get the training. In some cases
wants to do without

specialists set their own fees
share in departmental gains.
I

Mr. Womer:

and

report recently
which recommended that half of the
saw a

residency positions
years from

comes out

of medical school is

individual who has multiple
potential for developing into any
kind of specialist he wants. If we
end up with too few people in
general practice and too few in
certain geographic areas, it is be
an

cause

which

of the reward system to

they

now

two or three

should be in

primary

care.

don't think it's the function of
this situation.

remedy

Mr. MeCraven:

We must

keep

the

distinction clear between under

graduate and graduate medical
train

1 don't think

we

want

going

hospital'.'

affect the

to

Dr. Cole:

We will have to

training because,

as we

or an affiliated community
hospital.
As a teaching hospital within

medical center,
to

help

health needs.

have

we

I'm against the idea

Dr. Berliner:

a

certain number

of students for later service just
because they need money to get

through school when other

stu

dents who happen to be better
situated financially are totally
free agents.

I would not be op

posed to the idea of everybody
graduating from medical school
being required to spend a year or
two of service in some particular
part of the country where their
services

were

needed.

But I would

sal

requirement

a

univer

rather than

one

country's
not meet

we are

to it

regulation, some meth
od of control, be imposed. I am
pessimistic about the profession
being able to do that itself.
I think the whole business of

financing
upon the

will have a great impact
practice of medicine in

future years.
Mr. Womer:

Because of the

ics involved. Dr.

Kenney, do

econom

you

think that the review mechanisms that
that

established to evaluate

the

a

are being
quality of

physician's practice

will be. in effect,

a move

toward

trol of the distribution of

Dr.

As the

only

cial matters.

an

strongly

As you know. I am
in favor of individual

medical practice. I think the track

cation, however. And it may

record in countries with national

well be that the time will

ized medicine bears

when

come

me

out be

when medical entrepreneurs
disappear, there isn't any standard

for the purpose of teaching pros
pective doctors about people and

ought to decide
how many physicians should be
trained in the various specialties.

their diseases and the tools for

It is much easier to evaluate the

left against which to judge the
merits of institutional practice.

need for

Such

is. and should continue to be.

taking

care

of them, and not the

technical aspects of how one goes
about doing these things. That is
for

post-graduate medical training:

someone

specialists

than it is to

evaluate the need for

practitioners.

general

con

physicians?

legislation is
they have
indirect bearing on finan

Kenney:

cial background makes them prey

a

see

some

to such

Certainly medical schools have
responsibility for graduate edu

have to

we

take the initiative and

set up at the moment

system.

a

obli

meet the

for certain students whose finan

a

an

If

that

of indenturing

more

kind

who

receiving training'.'

become

specialized, this hospital will be an
inappropriate setting in which to ex
pect a person to adapt to a role as
a primary health care physician.
He would be far better off getting
that experience in a health main
tenance organization of some

ing them well, then

are

assume

greater responsibility for graduate

there should be any type of com
mitment on the part of students

in the de

undergraduates
livery of primary care. I think
that's a graduate level activity. I
think undergraduate education
to

decade, and how do you think it's

gation

Do you believe

be inclined to make this
Dr. Berliner:

education.

and I

exposed;

are

the medical schools to try to

population.
fet

are

of their

Dr. Cole, where do

graduate education going
hospital during the next

see

cause

inadequacies

as

the

year-long

waits for elective surgery in Great
Britain and Sweden, and the for-

bidding of private practice in
Sweden

few years ago
cited in support of this.
One

a

word about

more

uate education.

view

course

can

be

post-grad

We have had

a re

in Internal Medicine

which has been

functioning

now

for about six years. Enrollment
has risen in those six years from

thirty persons to 220, and we have
participants coming from all parts
of Connecticut. I think this is

a

good example of the manner in
which private physicians in the
region look to Yale as a continuing
educational facility, and it should
be

capitalized

What

upon.

hope
impor

we

to do --and this would have

tance for the direction of medicine

is to create

in the next ten years
an

"Institute" in the State which

would be able to direct

ty of

some

gov

funds earmarked for qual-

ernment

care

review into

education. Such

an

continuing

It will have to accept,

responsibility for much
more extensive, complex, and
time-consuming accounting for
what is done, how it is done,

insurors. hospitals and physicians
toward a common end of better

by better medical perform

Mr. Bowernian:

dition, that the

I believe, in ad

it is going to be subjected, increas
ingly, to external forces of con
trol.

to control this

now?

profession

a

tendency

not to

making, policy-making processes
society. Rather than sit back

I think the great bulk
of its operating expenses and the
Dr. Falk:

profession,

and

as an

institu

tion, and let society move in to
make judgments, the profession

hospital

cost of its

capital

investment will

have to continue to

come

from

reimbursement for patient care in
way or another. Therefore, the

one

hospital will

be involved in

public

must

-

-

some

process.

resulting in hospital con
jeopardize

pressures

trol bills which will

make the dollar sacred.

quality and

Much of the

providing
must

responsibility

for

this kind of direction

come

also very

has to be the

sends to the
case.

with

hospital

trus

active.

He

more

one

the institution

legislature

He has to be

persuasive

to argue

power who has

interest and willingness to be
makes its decisions.

He

board meeting
month and rubber-stamp

can't just sit at
once a

the kind

I

hope, fervently, that all these
on the patient
as a human being who must have
equal access to the whole system
and equal treatment under the
whole system. I hope that by
1983 we no longer will speak of
the private clinic versus the public
clinic, or the private physician
efforts concentrate

being different from a hospital
physician.
I think this is the primary goal
of the hospital regardless of how
it responds to political pressures,

a

how it rebounds from economic

someone

part of the process by which

society

provide

of knowledge necessary to meet
the community's needs.

as

from the

tee.

a

am

patients' biological, so
ecological damage when
administering medical services.

well which will

how become part of that decision

an

I

with respect to health care, but
in our educational programs as

of

its

Mr. MeCraven:

I certainly agree
opinion, and 1 think we
all agree that we're going to have
an outreach program not only

become part of the decision

He has to be

going

are.

with that

If this is not done, they will be
subjected to politically motivated

ten years from

find others who

Dr. Pickett:

There is inherent in the medi

making

hospital

That's how

must use its trustees.

cial and

cheaply. Maintaining adequate
numbers of highly skilled physicians
in any specialty, be it trauma, burns.
neurosurgery, cardiology, or what
ever, takes training, time and money.
If the hospital hopes to have such
personnel, it is going to have to find
a way to fund specialists during their
training without indenturing them.

you think is

hospital

with the

maintenance of excellence does not

Dr. Falk, who do

medical judgments.
this

res

of these ultimate

of the

and this

Mr. Womer:

want with

society

some

continuation of the present trend
hospital to concern itself

most dominant

Financing
hospi
tal's specialized resources in the
next ten years is going to be a very
important aspect of its future. The
come

to

hospital
people while
it is concentrating on becoming a
specialized institution. I forsee a

upon the medical profes
sion in the next ten years is that

as a

the

pect

lose the feel of the

sector than it

impact

cal

life; when is life terminated:

anxious not to have the

has been.

ance.

Dr. Cohen:

public

ques

tions of what constitutes useful

willing

stitution, but it will be much
in the

ciety determine the ethical

If it doesn't have people who are
to do that, then it should

or

why something is not done. It
will be painful for everyone con
cerned. In major respects, this
hospital will still be a private in
more

the reports. He has to become
part of the process that helps so

what does

as a con

sequence,

"Institute"

would reconcile the interests of

service

provisions, private provisions for pre
payment, public accounting, and so
on. As a result, the sovereignty of
this hospital, along with that of
most others, is going to be diluted.

restraints,

or

how it interweaves

professional expertise within its
own complex or with outlying
institutions.

It has to be

one

system for each patient, the hu
man

and

being who has equal access
equal right to all parts of it.
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Presidi
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Board of Directors

Foui prominent members ot" the community weie elected to the
Board e^f Directors of Yale-New Haven Hospital at its annual meeting

nt

.lames 1 1.
I /(<

\nnual

of

as

30. 1 9~3

September

executive

were:

Richard If Bowernian. chair

officer of The Southern Connecticut Gas

a partner in the accounting firm ot
Co.; Finest L. Osborne, executive director of the

Farle F. Jacobs. Jr..

Saeal. Jacobs

ev

Adiiopo/. former ex-officio member
president of the hospital Auxiliary

Sachem Fund: and Mrs. Robert
John (.1

of the hoard while serving
lilsoti

Retiring board members

\

Lotus Goodwin. W ilham Horowitz.
man.

Thomson. Jr

Counsel
John 0

were

Robert I. Metcalf. and Stanlev S. Trot

Treasurer
\\ ilium

as

fleeted Officers of the Medical Staff

Tilson

Secretary

/'resident
Mrs. Rohcii

Adiiopo/

Harold Stern. M.D.

Andrew J. Graham. M.D

I fee President

Past President

Saul S. Milles. M.D.

Lewis f. Lew. Ml)

Mis. Rohcrt h. Arnstcin
John \1

C. Belts

Richard II. Bowernian

Kmgmtin Brewster. Jr.
Henry Chatincey Jr,
.

Milton P. DeYane

Medical Staff

as

of

September

30. 1 973

John P. Pcklunil
Allied B. fill
James 11. Gilbert
Mrs

Aneus N. Gordon. Jr

Honorary..

12

Consulting

44

I nieritus-.-

11

Farle P. Jacobs. Jr..

Harry

I). Jellervs

Henry

H. 1'arkei

William B.

Ramsey
Sargent.

*Mis. Lavvton (i.

Jr.

William A

Taylor.

Associate

151

Courtesy
Adjunct Physicians

103

I

Dentists and

Physicians to the
Ambulatory Service Staff

('. Newton Schenck. Ill

Charles II.

520

Attending

truest L. Osborne

Jr.

Thomson. Jr.

1 SO

House Staff

John Q. Tilson
G. Harold Welch. Jr.

Charles P. Woods

Clinical Fellows

141

Interns and Residents

2%
27

Professional Staff (non -M.D.)

Auxiliary as of
September 30. 1973

Tlie

1 ,4S7

Total
Less

S

duplications.

Officers
Total Medical Staff

President
Mrs. Lavvton G.

First I

tee

Sargent.

1 ,47s)

Jr.
'Full-time

President

Phy sicians...

257

General Practitioners.

48

Mrs. Charles Gesner
*

Second lice President

The numbers

e'rt1"

Administration

Mrs. Stuart C. Finch

here include

Hospital

also hold )'ale-Xew Haven

C arespi aiding

Secretary

Mrs. Richard F. Fearon

Recording Secretary
Mrs. Lewis ('. Downing
Treasurer
Mrs. Robert A. Peck
Treasurer of the Carryall

Mrs. Allan K. Poole. Jr.

Shops

physicians

with

offices

at

the I 'derails

and the Connecticut Mental Health Center who

Hospital appointments.

Medical Staff

Department
of

Leadershipas
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of

Anesthesiology

Acting Chief
Luke M. Kitahata, M.D.

Assistant

Department of Obstetrics and

Gynecology

Cardiothoraeic

Chief

William W. L.Glenn. M.D

Frederick W.llehre, M.D.

Associate

Robert Hook. M.D.

Stanley R. Lavietes. M.D.

Chief

Robert l.Schrier, M.D.

Department

of Clinical

Laboratories

Chief
David

M.D.

Seligson,

Assistant

Joseph

Chief

Section Chief

Marvin L. Sears, M.I)

Hastings

Neurosurgery
M.I)

Section

Department

of

Herbert R.

Carnngton,

Dentistry

Sleeper,

M.D.

D.D.S.

Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D. D.D.S.
,

Associate

Sleeper, D.D.S.
Chief

Orthopedic Surgery
Associate Section

Chief

Ulnch H. Weil, M.D.

Chief

Medicine

Chief

Chief

Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.
Care

Section

Robert K. Davies, M.D.

John A. Kirchner, M.D.

Department of Radiology,
Diagnostic

Department of Neurology
Chief
Gilbert H. Glaser, M.D.

Chief

M.D

Greenspan,

Department of Radiology,

Therapeutic

Associate Section

Chief

Charles Petrillo, M.D.

Section Chief
Thomas J. Krizek, M.D.

Chief
James J. Fischer, M.D.

Irving

of

1 1

Surgery

Associate

Department

Jonathan H. Pincus, M.D.

Chief

Plastic and Reconstructive

Richard H.

Harold N.Willard, M.D.

Otolaryngology

Assistant Chief

Chief

Director

Assistant

M.

Chief
Polayes.

M.D.

Urology

Surgery

Chief

Acting Section Chief

Jack W.Cole, M.D.

Robert M. Weis, M.D.

Acting

Associate

Associate Section

Chief

Chief

John B. Goetsch, M.D.

John E. Fenn, M.D.

of

Robert W. Berliner, M.D.

PaulS. Goldstein, M.D.

1973

Malcolm B. Bowers, M.D.

Richard H.

Charles B.

Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D., D.D.S.

Marvin L. Sears, Ml).

Jack W.Cole, M.D.

Nathan G. Kase, M.D.

Herbert R.

Charles D.Cook, M.D.

Luke M. Kitahata, M.D.

Harold Stern. M.D.

Thomas F. Dolan, Jr., M.D.

Samuel D. Kushlan, M.D.

John E. Fenn, M.D.

Stanley

Secretary

James J. Fischer, M.D.

Aaron B. Lerner, M.D

Richard H. Judd

Gilbert H. Glaser, M.D.

Lewis L. Lew, M.D.

Medical Board

September 30,

as

Chairman
Lawrence K. Pickett, M.D.

Vice Chairman
David

*

Seligson, M.D.

Deceased. January 13, 19 7-4

Carrington,

M.D.

Wilbur D. Johnston, M.D. D.D.S.

Chief

*LouisG. Welt, M.D.

Continuing

.

Chief

Associate Section

Malcolm B. Bowers, M.D.

Associate

Chief

Davey

Surgery

Herbert R.

Department of Psychiatry

Aaron B. Lerner, M.D.

M.

Chief

Paul S.Goldstein. M.D

Department of

Lycurgus

Section

Department of Dermatology
Chief

Chief

Department of Pediatrics
Charles D.Cook, M.D

Chief

M 1)

Wright.

William F. Collins. Jr.. M.D

Oral

Chief

K.

Associate Section

Acting Chief
Charles B.

Assistant

Wong,

Department of Pathology

Alexander W. vonGraevenit/, M.D.

Surgery

Assistant

Chief

Chief

Harold Stem. M.D.

General

Chiefs

R. Bove.M.D.

Associate Section

Department of Ophthalmology

Andrew S.

Surgery

Section Chief

Nathan G. Kase. M.D.

Chiefs

Department of Surgery (continued)

M.D.

Greenspan,

Saul S. Milles, M.D.
M.D.

R. Lavietes, M.D.

JohnC. Moench, M.D.

Sleeper.

D.D.S.

'Louis G. Welt. M.D.

Harold N.Willard. M.D.

Charles B. Womer

\dministrative Staff
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Dire s
I

hv
<

lor

hailes B Wome
<e

Du\

tall

.

t, irs

Robert Bnickmaiu

Richard 11

Judd

William I. Newell. J

i

Data Processing

Patient Support Services

Gordon (,. Willard

f. Brian Condon

Dentistry

Personnel Health Service

Herbert R.

Sleeper. D.D.S.

Herbert 1). Lewis. M.D.

Die tc ties

Personnel

Miss Doris Johnson. Ph.D.

Kenneth L. Gruhhs

Diagnostic Radio fig\'

Pharmacy

Herbert Paris
Miss Anna I

.

Rvle. R.N

Richard H.

\ssistant Directors
Carl R. Fischer

Discharge Planning

Kenneth L. Gruhhs

Home Care

David Stockton
A.

Joseph

Mrs.

/accagiuno

f xeeitlivc Assistant

to

M.D.

Greenspan.

Margaret Benton.

R.N.

Lally

Piachasing

Tmployee Education
Lawrence A. Loonns

.

\ceount ing

Leonard A.
.

Reilly

Norman B. Fischer

Donald R.

Klemherg

.

Jr

Josephine

Locarim

icia

A. Tourev

Business Services

Staihtanch

.

\ ursing. Division

Miss Anna F.
Cluneal Laboratories
David

Seligson, M.D.

Continuing
Harold N

Care

Program

Willard. Ml).

Ruth Breslin, Chairman

Special Projects
Fdward J. Ilammerhacher

of

Kyle,

R.N

Dowimg.

Special Services
Albert P.

Operating Rooms
Mis. Luha

Si >eial Service

Mis

Medical Records
Miss Pan

Charles N

lis

Tmeii Service
Miss

Building Services

Betgei

John J. .1 nil

fhomas L. Ktamei

Luke M. Kitahata. M.D

.

Dohihal.Ji

Security Services

Anesthesiology

Giant 1

F. Monahan

Religious Ministries

Respiratory Therapy

Information and Development

Man/

Joseph

The Rev. Edward F

Lngmeering

\dimmslralive fngmeer
John W

Public Relations
Thomas H. Bar net I

the Director

L. Todd Bernian

Therapy

Reivan Zele/nik

I: mergence Service

Paul P.

Robert F. Millei

Physical

and

R.N

Pat lent Care Studies
Miss Pin Mis J. Pallet!

Fieije

Therapeutic Radiology
James J. Fischer. M.D.
I 'olunteer Service

MissNoicott Pemberton
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f*>
'*

Ihonias H. Barnctt. I Hie.b

L. I odd Bernian. Executive

James J. 1 isclier. M.D.

Public Relations

Assistant to the Director

Chief, Therapeutic Radiology

Norman B. I ischcr. Director

Richard H.

tnstineerini;

Chief, Diagnostic Radiology

Greenspan. M.D.

Luke M. Kitahata. M.D.

Chief of

Anesthesiology

Notable Events

During

plete diagnostic capability, including
equipped to offer 24-hour
EEG monitoring by polygraphic and
videotape recordings.

the Year, October 1, 1972

through September 30,

one room

1973

Departmental and Organizational
Developments

Pediatric Outreach

In

Program:

System inaugurated:
improve patient com
fort through regulating the number
of visitors and to provide a more
orderly environment for employees
Visitor Pass
In

to

a move

and staff,

a

pass

went into

system

Department of Radiology divided:
The Department of Radiology was

another

expanded service, the hospi
tal, through the support of the New

effect in November making it manda

divided into two sections:

Haven foundation, created

pass for entry into any
of the buildings. Visitors to patients

Diagnostic

Radiology and Therapeutic Radiology.
diagnostic studies and

Conventional

nuclear medicine remained the

re

sponsibility of Diagnostic Radiology
while radiation physics and radiation
biology became elements of the new
Department of Therapeutic Radiology.

Community
hospital,

in

Relations Worker:

The

cooperation with the

attention at the

Home Care

charge Planning

Health Committee of the New Haven

ate

and

for Patient Assistance.

Center:

Through

an

Epilepsy

agreement with

the Veterans Administration

Hospital

in West Haven. Yale-New Haven pa
tients may be admitted for
the VA's

includes

care

to

Epilepsy Center. The Center
a

4-bed unit

providing

hospital clinics.

Program:

The

com

new

Home

Care program officially began on
October 1 as an element of the Dis

Chapter of the NAACP, appointed
new Community Relations Worker
Veterans Administration

Pedia

tric Outreach Program to assist
Spanish-speaking and inner-city am
bulatory patients seeking medical

and Home Care de

partment. Its purpose is
a

a

a

to coordin

spectrum of community

broad

services to

hospital
pa
a continuing medical program
after leaving the hospital and to help
reduce the likelihood of their having
ensure

tients of

to be re-admitted.

It is estimated that about

third of the

tory for every visitor
to be issued

were

to the

hospital

a

limited to two at

a

time, and

security personnel were posted at
all entrances to help implement the
new policy.
Labor Relations.
Dietetics:

Department of

An election, ordered and

supervised by
tions Board,

the State Labor Rela

was

held

on

March 1 to

non-supervisory Dietetic
employees would identify Local 1 199.
Drug and Hospital Union, RVVDSU.
determine if

AFL-CIO,

to

represent them in col

lective bargaining. The

employees

voted 85 to 47 in favor of the union.
one-

than 34,000

patients
discharged from the hospital annually
require some kind of post-hospital
more

care.
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rhomas L. Kramer, Director

Security Services

Malloy, Com
munity Relations Worker for

Mrs. Leatrice

Patient Assistance

Robert F. Miller. Director

Miss Phyllis J

Pharmacy and Central

Patient Caie Studies

Sterile

Supply

Services

Pallett, Due

(

omparative

Statistics

Patients

the year

discharged during

Patient dav

s

care

rendered

Average length of patients' stay (days)
Average daily patient census
Clinic

visits

bmeruencv

servic

Operations
Recovery Room

cases

.

Deliveries

Diagnostic Radiology examinations
Laboratory examinations
Physical Therapy treatments
Flectro cardiology examinations
Fleet roeneephalography examinations.

Statistics

1973

Adults

D>72
3 2.6 7 o

.61.911

2 5 S.Old

7.7

7.0

■US

705

150.270

152.310

S7.105

S4.7SS

16.170

13,051

13.244

1 1 .5 2d

3.96S

4, 2 64

125.580

120,085

1.376.477

1,308.012

2S.66I

26,205

33.337

51.558

3,090

2,051

Patier it

Discharges

Inpatient

1073

34J59

1072

Days

1973

1072

Gvnecol.ittv

4.010

16.961

14,712

Obstetrics

4.340

15,191

16,104

420

13,001

0,640

102

824

062

6.067

63,006

64,240

8,182

Radioloev

Surgery

:

CardiothoraciC (( ardu > vascular

Dental

Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopedic
Otorlunolary ngol Oil\
...

Plastic
Uroloaical
Dermatology
General
Total Sut'j

Total Adults

..

.

.

542

5 2d

8,115

188

150

528

454

S7S

9h 2

12,964

13,677

706

b30

4,610

4,371

1.537

1 .454

17,529

17,854

1 001

621

4,264

3,263

N42

534

6,858

5 ,004

1.668

1.623

14,743

14,636

3.716

39,471

17

3.S14

369

—

40.803

11.193

10.205

109,451

109,214

26,131

24.423

218,434

214,971

Children
Medical

1.890

1 .559

13.193

9,585

Surttical.

1.875

2,104

9.398

I 1 ,870

Total Children

3.765

3.753

22,591

21,455

3.606

3.924

12,355

13,755

656

576

8,531

7,835

4.262

4.500

20,886

21,590

34,159

32,676

261,911

258,016

Newborn
Normal

Special

Care

Total Newborn
Total All

Inpatients

1973

Clinic Visits

1972

1973

1972

Gynecology
Family Planning
Gynecology-General
Obstetrics &

Medicine
General

7,445

7,347

Allergy

2,162

2,677

Gynecology

873

5,977

9

54

6.463

230

-Tumor

428

580

Cardiac

1,439

1,322

Obstetrics

7,022

7.472

Chemotherapy

1,101

1,291

Private Referrals

7,766

6,476

21 ,868

21 .686

General

6,871

6,635

Adolescent

1,499

1,214

Arthritis

Convenience

74

239

Dermatology

7,073

7,881

Gastrointestinal

3,311

3,012

Hematology

1,014

023

lleatis Colitis

—

Lipid

—

29
]

Total Obstetrics &

Pediatrics

Liver

1,048

1,143

Allergy

Metabolism

1,638

2,071

Cardiac and

Neurology
Physical Medicine

1,375

1,408

107

93

Private Referrals

5,171

4,812

Pyelonephritis
Rheumatology
Stoma Care

161

169

863

917

—

Veneral Disease

Winchester Chest

—

3

4.046

3,707

38,456

39,626

Gynecology

Surgical

Cardiac...

Child Care
Convenience Clinic

Cystic Fibrosis
Dermatology
Endocrinology
G. Powers Development

Surgery
General

8.785

10,027

Cardiac

1,413

1,331

Dental

5,931

5,352

Evening Gynecology

2,174

1,096

Hand

361

452

Minor

849

961

Surgery
Neurosurgery
Ophthalmology
Orthopedic:
General

1,832

2,111

14,566

14.110

3,559

3,594

Hematology
Lead Poisoning
Nephrology
Neurology
Neurosurgery
Newborn Special Care
Oncology
Spina Bifida

Surgical
Total Pediatrics

Psychiatric

3,021

3,589

Radiation

3,965

3,777

Not included in Clinic Visits

3,499

2.897

1970

2,578

368

320

1971

2,695

449

145

1972

2,630

321

463

1973

2,895

3,299

3,1 13

Private Patients

Pam

Peripheral

Vascular

Plastic

Surgical

Tumor

Thoracic

Urology
Total

Surgery

213

157

433

337

643

908

1,539

1,212

165

236

455

490

762

777

182

—

8

38
1

—■

82

—

231

310

17,431

16,905

9-205

,2-301

Psychiatric
Total

635

Pacemaker

508

43

510

Speech

35

362

437

Pediatric

Hearing

82

33

122

3,484

&

206

2"7

4,018

General

2,847

Evaluation

Fracture

Otorhinolaryngology :

614

2,651

Gastrointestinal
Genetics-Birth Delects

Total Medicine

717

Radiology

60

41

171

171

4,159

4,134

63,310

61,801

Follow-up

Total All Clinic Visits

Visits

150,270 152,

Notable Events
the

i ear.

During

Participation

October 1. H>~2

through September 30.

1975

Grace-New Haven School of
to

close in U>"5:

< )n

Auxiliary
Nursing

October 2. f'^2.

the Botird of Directors of Yale-New

Haven

Hospital announced

Grace-New I lav

founded
in

in

en

that its

School of Nursing.

1805. would close its doors

f'"\s when its current class of 51

freshmen had

graduated.

Principal reason for its closing was
as a growing desire on the part
of nursing students for a baccalaureate
program rather than the 3-year di
cited

ploma

program offered at Grace-New

In the meantime. IX

graduates
graduation

received their caps in June

ceremonies.

Activities:

Hospital
personnel

placed

pro
were

the revitalization of the Patient

Library and
Cart which
of the

purchase sA a Book
wheeled through most

the
is

patient floors

in both the New

Haven Unit and the Memorial Unit.

Auxiliary changed

year to conform with that of the hos

pital, and began a "family member
ship" to include men.
hooking to the future, the Auxi
liary envisions broadening the dimen
of

expanding its outreach into the com
munity: cA' continuing to adapt to
change: of working with other com
munity groups; of effecting an im
pact upon legislation; and of realiz
ing tm identity beyond the hospital
itself.

A*

»

1

w ith meaningful po
hospital that contri
grow th and potential for

ing volunteers
sitions in the
bute to their

learning.
Referred

to

as

"Volunteer Vistas."

the program involved

regularly sched

uled orientation meetings to famili
arize volunteers with the

hospital, and especially

.

areas

of the

the value of

the Patient Education program.

I his

ptiticiits in speci
fic hospital techniques, such as x-ray

latter cndctivor assists

examinations.

As

a

result, volunteers

regularly assigned to Radiology,
departments, and about 50 others
are assigned to help patients in the

arc

its fiscal

sions of its activities and services:

expanded

\ olunteer program at Yalc-Ncw
Haven
emphasis upon match

supported during the year through an
Auxiliary commitment of approxi
mately soo.uoo. The funds, for the
most part, were made possible by the
operation of the Auxiliary's Carryall
Gift and Coffee Shops.
One of the highlights of the year
was

1 die

Volunteer Vistas:

Hospital Activities
Community

grams, projects and

The

I laven.

in

Residents of the

by

1 mergence Service.
Of

particular

note is the increased

volunteering their
hospital. Of the N7l>
volunteers enrolled during the year.
number eA males

services at the

more

than one-third

were

males.

Employee

Activities

Employee
general

Benefits increased:

wage increase

S4 to S8

:

and the length of continu

service required for

vacation

A

ranging from

week became effective

a

October 1
ous

tion,

a

4-week paid

reduced from 15 years
to ten years for qualified employees.
Effective April 1, 1973, the maxi
was

benefit under the Major Medi
cal Insurance Plan was increased from
mum

S20.000

to

$250,000. Additionally,

100 percent of eligible expenses over
$5,000 will be paid by the insurance
instead of the former <S0 percent.
Coverage was also expanded to include

qualifying dependent

children from

birth to age 24 instead of to the age
of 19

as

previously required.

In addition, business travel and
accident insurance

was

employees traveling

Employment

on

provided for
hospital duties.

Education

expanded:

The Department of

Employee Edu

cation conducted

greater variety

a

Supervisory Training Programs
during the year. In addition to the
basic Management and Communica
tions courses usually offered. Human
Relations, Creative Problem Solving.
and Controlled Reading were added
to this year's curriculum. In addi
of

concentrated effort

a more

begun

was

in the orientation and

training
regarding significant
Personnel Policy and

of supervisors

changes

to

Practices.
The Educational Assistance Pro

helps finance part-time

continuing education for full-time
employees, experienced a 33' '< in
crease in participation over last year.
More than half (53' ; ) of the 442

applications approved during the
year were from employees working
toward a baccalaureate degree. Edu
cational goals appear to be becoming
a significant part of employees' job
goals and life goals.
Graduates of

Hospital-based Training

A total of 37 students

Programs:

graduated from three Hospital-based
programs during the year, many of
whom returned to Yale-New Haven

for full time

positions.

were:

The three

Yale-New Haven

School of Respiratory Therapy;
School of Medical Technology; and

Internship

in

Hospital Dietetics.

Special Occasions for Employee
Recognition: April 15 was the date

employed

and

retired persons who had served the
hospital for 25 years or more.
Earlier in the year. 31 7
were

gram, which

programs

dinner held for 14o

honored at

a

employees
reception in the

hospital for having served 5. 10

or

15 years.

Employees

active in outside events:

More than 50

employees were mem
bowling teams which met
regularly during the year. An awards
dinner was held in early summer to
honor the champions.
bers of ten

Four basketball teams also

were

organized which played intra-mural
games leading to representing the
hospital in city-wide industrial
leagues.
In other activities, the hospital
sponsored Health Careers Carnivals
in February and in August, and par
ticipated in Black Expo late in the
summer.

Employees contribute generously to
United Way and Blood Drives:
More than 1 ,500 employees gave
$26,81 5 to the annual United Way
campaign, topping the goal by $2,1 15.
Hospital blood drives, throughout the
year, collected

1,337 pints.

of the annual Quarter Century Club
17

New ( (instruction and Renovations

floor making laboratory functions

Memorial Unit:

more

Construction in the

Memorial Unit included renovating
three

ding

wings
a

of the 8th floor and ad

9th and 10th floor.

ized kitchen

area was

also

A central

completed.

wings of the 10th floor
were assigned to psychiatry which
provided for a new evaluation service
for ptiticiits. The fourth wing. 1 OB
was assigned to surgery.
The 9th
floor was designed for gynecology
I'hrce

efficient and

freeing up more
department in general.

space for the

Considerations:

Parking

Demolition

of the St. John's Church and Convent
was

undertaken and

created in the

parking

a

In the meantime,

negotiations

continued with state and local author
ities for construction of
over

garage

parking

a

the Oak Street Connector.

which culminated in final

It called for

plans being
$14.2

and surgery. A Coronary (are Unit
was added on XA. and physicial

announced.

therapy and the Continuing Care Unit
occupied XC and XI) respectively.

Route 34 between Park and

New Haven Unit:

Expansion of

the

Clinical Laboratories consisted of

adding a complete floor to the Eitkin
building, renovating the north position
of the Oth floor for an enlarged glass
washing room and laboratories.
The cast section of the tloor. for

merly occupied by the Volunteer
Office, was completely renovated to
permit installation of computer area.
conference

room.

As

etc.

ti

was

.

a

million structure to be built

streets

which would

space for 2.100

over

High
provide parking

provide space for retail and
commercial use at the street and
second tloor levels.

gin sometime in 1 974.
Other Construction Plans for the
Future:

Two other major

under intensive

ing the

projects
planning dur

year.

One will
to

provide for the addition
building to house the
deep-radiation therapy unit.

the Hunter

new

important project

planning stages

of

Primary Care Center which will
be located adjacent to the Emergency
service and running parallel to Farnam.
the

The purpose is to create within

the

hospital complex

a

separate, self-

contained unit to which

patients who
Emergency Service, or
the general clinics, as their "primary"
physician may go on a continuing
basis and be assured of seeing a physi
cian who is familiar with their prob

often

use

the

lems.
Plans call for 30 examining
a

rooms,

treatment room, office space,

triage

area,

waiting

a

space, etc.

Gift: Among the gifts
hospital during the year was
one which made possible landscaping
of the grounds at the entrance of the

Landscaping

Construction is anticipated to be

came

The second

involved the final

In addition, it

cars.

would

result

possible to consolidate many
of the department's functions, such
as Clinical Microscopy
on the oth
it

lot

vacant space.

LMP. the Eitkin auditorium and
to the Memorial Unit.

the tunnel

to the

Memorial Unit.
The donors

were

Mr. and Mrs.

Alexander O. Victor who made the

gift

in memory of their

daughter.

Barbara Foster Victor.

This multi-million volt x-ray machine
will go into a single story building
bounded

on

four sides by Hunter,

James H. Gilbert

Yale-New Haven

appreciation

to

(above), {^resident of
Hospital, expresses

Mrs. Alexander O. Vietor

for the gift of landscaping
the Memorial Unit.

in

front of

Comparative

Statement of Revenues and

Expenses

Unrestricted Fund

September

30

1973

1972

$25,087,296

$22 583,440

Revenues From Services to Patients (Note D):

Room, Board and Nursing

Special Services
Clinic

inpatients

patients

Emergency Room patients
Referred outpatients

21 ,078,1 23

177,828

3,081 ,059

698,164

2,722,008

423.05 2

1,840,496

69(i,SX2

Total

$47,579,366

$53,808,982

Deductions From Gross Revenue (Note B):
Contractual and Other Allowances

3,985,797

4,005,910

Provision for uncollectible accounts

3,800,651

2,454,032

Total
Net Revenues from Services to Patients

Other

Operating

Revenues

Total Revenues

7,786,448

6,459.942

46,022,534

41.1 19,424

147,647

159,943

46,170,181

41,279,367

Operating Expenses:
Salaries

Supplies and
Depreciation

Other

Expenses

Interest

-

Total
Less

—

26,539,363

18,264,826

16,460,871

1,770,963

1,372,448

407,530

41,168

49,468,864

44,413,850

3,094,31 1

2,837,749

Recovery of expenses from grants,

tuition, sale of services, etc
Net

29,025,545

46,374,553

Operating Expenses

(204,372)

Operating (Loss)

Non-Operating

(296,734)

Revenues:

Free bed funds, Endowment income and other
Investment Income

and

41,576,101

on

Plant

Expansion Fund

All other
Total

Excess of Revenues Over

496,508

858,057

j^t 599

103 146

52,058

29 197

Improvement

Expenses

See Notes to Financial Statements

s

731,165

$

990,400

$

526,793

$

693,666

omparative Btikmce Sheet

(

Vssets

Septembei

50

|o"2
Lnrestricted 1 und
( ash

s

Inventoi
Rental

Deposits (Note D)
Long-Term Lease

Due trom Restricted Funds

Financing

Bond Discount

i

0

1.024.512

2.065.021

I. SO 1.6 12

ICU3.I7'

Costs and I namorti/ed

Oilier Assets

Land.

5 lu.oi):

O.^oO.SU

29". 589

Fund

Escrow funds lor

Co nst

s

817.019

ics

Pledge

Delerred

282.9S(i
12.584.S4S

Net

\,c.'iinh Receivable

Buildings

and

net ion in

Piocess

Equipment

Net (Note Dl.

5_2.0~()

584.47."

353.705

425.1 2l

28.321. "80

:7.2I7.44"

677.855

556.551

Boai J-Desienated Funds Reseived tor Plant

Improvement

and

3.746.405

Expansion

S4S.5 18.270

I nresti icted Fund

Total

s47.146.531

Restricted F unds
Funds:

Iempoiaiy

3.507

8

Cash

s

17.350

891,569

820,400

Accounts Receivable

135.969

72.705

Due Emm I iiresti icted Funds

260.099

10.259

Marketable Securities

loial

Temporary

Funds

8

1.291.144

$

038,800

968

$

1.778

58.968

$

55.137

11.945

$

Mti|or Capital Campaign Fund
Cash
5

Marketable Securities

M.i|or Capital Campaign Fund

Iota]

•.ndovv

ment

and

Special

Funds

Cash

8

Mat ke table Sec unties

15.272.62 5

Due From Unrestricted Fund

Land.

X.

■

Endowment and

Total

Restricted Funds

to

tinu-ie

a,

Slate

Special

'He nts

0.212

15.007.208

146.724

Buildings and Equipment,

'fotal

\oft

8

8,000

Funds

918.025

018.025

$16,349,319

$16,040,011

$17,699,431

SI 7.033.048

Liabilities and Fund Balance

September

30
1072

1973

Unrestricted Fund
Accounts

Payable
Expenses Payable
Third-Party Reimbursement Agencies (Note B)

S

Due to

1,457,452

S

1.200,543
1.248,030

1,855,340

Accrued

436,761

526,466

Due to Restricted Funds

406,823

34,825

Medicare Advance

403,273

554,500

326,967

568,589

portion of long-term debt and
obligation
less portion classified as
Long-Term debt
current liability (Note D)
less portion classified
Long-Term lease obligation
as current liability (Note D)

119,279

136,246

8,940,000

9,1 72,500

Deferred Liabilities

1,011,892

1,026.140

33,470,778

32,677.688

S48.518.270

$47.146.531

S

1,291.144

$

938,800

S

1,291,144

$

938,800

S

58,968

S

55,137

S

58,968

$

55,137

S

1,801,612

S

1,763,177

Current

lease

-

-

Fund Balance

Contingent Liability (Note C)
Total

-

Unrestricted Fund

Restricted Funds

Temporary Funds
Fund Balance

Total

-

Temporary Funds

Major Capital Campaign

Fund

Fund Balance

Total

-

Major Capital Campaign

Endowment and

Specral

Fund

Funds

Due to Unrestricted Fund

Endowment and

Special

Free Bed

2,922,841

2,891,723

William Wirt Winchester

9,074,629

Other

2,550,237

8,860,509
2,524,602

S16.349.319

SI 6.040.01 1

S17.699.431

S17.033.948

Total Endowment and

Total

Fund Balances:

-

Special

Restricted Funds

Funds

21

Notes

in

I inancial Statement^

"i ale-New Haven

Hospital.
September 50. 19~ 3
Note \

Inc

\eeciuiilini; Policies

[ he account

dial

polices

me.

si.iicnienis a;e

explained

as

lospita IN t inancial

the I

sieiul icant elements ol

I tect

a

suinmaii/ed lie low and

.is

Noies B. D and I

111

Inventories
Invenio]

supplies

ot

ies

ieo'ided

aie

at

the lower

ot

(first

cost

-in.

fust

method)

-out

01

market
Investments in Marketable Securities
Invesimenls
I uikIs
value

marketable

111

led

cju

aie

est

ai

securities

included

received

il

or

as a

the Uniesti icted fund and Restricted

in

donation

ot

bequest,

at

the fan

ma

ike

I

the dale iece:\ed.

on

Property

Plant and

.

Equipment
replacement costs aie charged against
values, change capacities. 01 extend
disposition 01 leliremenl of property plant and

Routine maintenance, icpaiis. icnew.ils. and

\pendil ures w Inch
lives aie capitah/ed. 1
I

income.

use) ul

equipment

ami the
toi

Hospital provides
line

icpoi

ot ihe assets

losi

icsiilliug

depi

eain or

ecial 1011 ol

.

depi

loss

eliminated from the

ecial ion ate

included

is

piopeilv

the sti audit hue method

11 sine

pui poses

mci ease

pon
and lelated allowances for

cost

accounis

tespcctive
I he

the

.

maleiiallv

111

amounts

in

the icsults of opeialions.

and equipment 1

plant

.

sufficient

financial

01

to a 11101 ti/e

the

ihen estimated use! ul lives.

o\ci

Deferred Medicare Reimbursement
I lelci icd Mcdicai
undei

oei ,1111

pi

asseis

acq

1

ued pi

u

amounts ot

depi

e

ennhui

1

he elect
10

lor

ecial

scinenl

ion

to

the

\e.11

ended

iccoided

1011

additional reimhursement 1

Irom ihe

a uses

compute

1 0111

the

depi eciation on an accelei aled method loi
Sepiemhei 50, 1071 .winch is in excess of the
inancial pui poses

lor I

Restricted Funds
I lie 1
10

as

lospita I

1

eeeives

In do

use

expendn

1 10 1

certain conn ihut ions. Giants

Anv

.

in col ne

o| the hinds

uies

are

dei ived

credited

Irom

and

these

1

are icsli

icted

icted hinds and any

chaiged diieclly

01

winch

bequests

est 1

to

icsirielcd fund balances.

Pension Plan
I lie
ihe

411

.1

Note B

Third

\gencies.

Prior Period

Party

Reimbursement

Adjustment

Economic Stabilization Program

and

Hospital's
v eai

v ear

Patient

pei

l

10

d.

accounts

lormed
hn d -pa 1

plan

pension

amounted

to

1 he

covets

suhsianl lalh all

8504.(100 which includes

Hospital's pohev

receivable and

is to

revenues are

Pension expense tor

employees.

amorti/ation ol

hind pension

cost

prior

service

cost

over

accrued.

recorded when patient

services are

per-

Hospital is a providei under terms of contracts and agreements with
agencies including Connect icut Blue Cross, Incorporated, and the Social

Ihe
iv

\dnunistration ( Medicate) and State Welfare programs. The reimhursement
patients covered hy the programs referred to above is subject to

Secunty

ot cost ot caring tor

final determination ot these
standard

Hospital's
or

credited

to

agencies. The difference between the

third-party

rates tor services

deduction Irom

and

interim

reimhursement

rates is

either

Piovision has been made in the

of the Unrestricted Fund for estimated ad-

accounts

lustments thai may result from final settlement of reimbursable amounts

rec] uned

on

completion

related

ot

Sepiemhei 50. ]0"3. under

terms

cost

of

such

cost 1

thud-party

as

may he

for the year ended
with the Social Security Administration

finding reports

contracts

(Medicaid and Connecticut Blue Cross.
reimbursable Irom

charged

revenues.

Incorporated. Final settlement of the amounts
not finally determinable until
completion of

agencies is

indmg reports.

The liirestticted fund balance

at Septemher 30. 1972 has been restated from amounts
retroactively, additional income of $754,518, repre
Medicare adjustment lot years prior to September 30. 1972 and other minor

previously reported

to

include,

senting a
settlements.

Ihe Economic Stabilization Act ot 1970
ot

Living Council,

restrict

institutional

as

amended, including regulations of the Cost

providers of

health

care

services from raising

certain conditions

prices unless

retroactive settlements

payable

to

In this connection, the

met.

are

Education and Welfare has also issued

which

regulations

health

restrict

institutions. In the

care

ot Health.

Department

the amount ot Medicare

opinion

Hospital

ol

management the Hospital is in compliance with the teg illations ot the Cost ot Living
Council for the year ended Septemher 30. 1973.
.

Note C
Contingent Liability
Cooperative Services, Inc.
-

Note D

-

and Other

-

Hospital

Long-Term Lease Obligation
Mortgate Notes Payable

Hospital and four other area hospitals have established a central laundry facility to
their laundry needs. To accomplish their objective, the five hospitals have organi/ed
a
non-profit charitable corporation. In connection with the organization ol this corpora
tion, the five hospitals have jointly and severally guaranteed notes payable to banks by
Hospital Cooperative Services, Inc. to a maximum of $4,800,000, of winch $4,501 ,800
was outstanding at September 50, 1975
The

serve

The

Hospital

entered into

an

agreement and lease dated August 16, 1971 with the State

of Connecticut Health and Educational Facilities

Authority for

construction of additional

conveyed title of the property to the Authority To finance this construc
tion, the Authority sold $9,250,000 of revenue bonds, which will mature serially from
1974 through 2003 with interest at a net average annual cost of approximately 5.563','.

facilities and

.

by the Hospital to the Authority are based on interest
principal repayments on the bonds, amounts required to establish and maintain
reserve funds required under the agreement and lease, and an annual fee and certain ex
penses of the Authority. Future annual rentals and other payments are expected to range
from approximately $890,000 in 1974 ($310,000 for bond principal) to approximately
$450,000 in 1995, when the funds in the hands of the trustee are expected to be suffi
cient to repay the remaining outstanding bonds. The Hospital will take title to the prop
Annual rentals and other payments
costs and

erty when the bonds

redeemed. In addition

are

to

the rental and other payments, the

under the terms of the agreement with the
the property andot operation and maintenance.

Hospital

Authority

will pay costs of

insuring

Hospital is required under the agreement to establish a rental pledge fund, to which
monthly payments are to be made thereto generally equivalent to one-twelfth of certain
other required payments. Rental payments to the Authority are payable from the rental
pledge fund or, if such fund is insufficient, from the Unrestricted Fund of the Hospital.
As security for its obligation to make payments under the agreement, the Hospital has
granted to the Authority a first hen on all of its gross receipts (as defined).
The

In

accounting for

this

long-term

lease agreement, the

Hospital's obligation

thereunder

recorded in the Unrestricted Fund in the aggregate amount ($9,250,000) of rentals
paid by the Hospital in respect of the Authority's liability for bond principal.
In connection with the lease agreement, Yale
to

the

Authority

mortgages

to

not to

University

has issued

exceed $9,250,000. In addition, the

Yale for this guaranty. The mortgages

are

a

is

be

guaranty agreement

Hospital

subordinate

to

has issued two

to an

existing

mortgage.
In addition, the

Hospital

has the

following long-term

debt

outstanding:

Mortgage note payable in monthly installments of
$1 ,265, including interest, to April 1978

41/2',7

Loan

payable in monthly

installments of $722,

S

60,714

including

interest, to June, 1991

75.5 32

SI 36.246
Less portion due within

one

year classified

as

current

16.967

liability

51 19,279

Substantially
obligations.
Note E

-

Reclassification of

Financial Statements

all property,

plant

and

equipment

are

pledged

as

collateral for the above

The financial statements for the year ended

September 50. 1973, and the year ended
September 30, 1972, have been restated to conform to the presentation recommended
the Hospital Audit Guide issued in 1972 by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants.
venues over

This reclassification of funds has the effect of

expenses from unrestricted funds

in fiscal 1972, which amounts

by S234.657

substantially represent

increasing

the

excess

in fiscal 1075 and

of

in

re

$132,343

income from marketable securities.

Contributions and

Bequests

The Tax Reform Act of UhiO added

a

number of incentives to

support non-profit charitable organi/ations.
One of the major provisions of the Reform bill increases the
amount

an

individual may deduct as a charitable contribution.
impose serious restrictions on "private foun

Other provisions

dations."
Any contribution

equipment

or

to

the

designated

to

Hospital may be restricted to capital
a special fund for such purposes

as

the donor may direct.
Should you. your attorney,

in

knowing

more

or

financial advisor be interested

about the needs of the

tact the Office of Information and

Haven
00504.

Hospital, please con
Development. Yale-New

Hospital. "89 Howard Avenue.
Iclcphonc: (205 ) 450-4700.

New Haven, Connecticut
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